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A NEW CHRONOLOGY OF UPPER HOLOCENE AEOLIAN SANDS
IN THE ZIBANS RANGE, ALGERIA

ABSTRACT: BENAZZOUZ M.T., A new chronology 0/ upper Holocene
aeolian sands in the Zibans range, Algeria. (IT ISSN 1724-4757, 2003).

The existence of a tran satlasic aeolian system through the eastern
Saharian Atlas point out massive migrations of mobile sands from the
High Plains in the North, to the Sahara desert to the South and confirm
that in Algeria, there is not a progression of desert ification from the Saha
ra toward the North. The age of these sand displacements is ancient and
dates back to the upper Pleistocene and the Holocene. A new chronology
of upp er Ho locene , sup ported by 12 new datings 14C indicates variations
of arid periods and hum id per iods. Th is new chronology caracterise an
evolution stage since 4000 BP marked by the rapidity of paleoenviron 
ments instabilities during the upper Holocene period through the Zibans
range with the development of four sequences: a humid phase durin g
3300-3000 14C yr BP; an arid phase during 2900-2500 14C yr BP; a humi d
phase during 2400-2200 14C yr BP; an arid period between 2200 and 1650
14C yr BP dominated by incision of rivers where man's role became more
and more higher. The present day remobilisation of sands doesn't justify
an aridification of the climate.

K EY W ORDS: Aeolian morphogenesis, Desertification, Upper H olo
cene, Eastern Algeria.

INTRODUCTION

The originality of landscapes of the algerian eastern sa
harian Atlas take piace here in the presence of dune fields
within the chain , on reliefs and on all sides of the Saharien
Atlas . The research of the origin and the age of these
dunes, of their progression, will give us a better lighting
for the understanding of mechanisms of the desertification
that affects the Hodna basin and the Zibans range in north
Algeria.

The discovery of an transatlasic aeolian system through
the eastern . saharian atlas shows massive migrations of
sands from the High Plains in the North to the Sahara in
the South and confirm that there is not in Algeria progress
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of desertification from the Sahara toward the North (Be
nazzouz , 2000).

The reconstitution of an evolution stage after 4000 yr
BP confirms the speed of paleoenvironments instabilities
through the eastern Algerian Saharian Atlas during Upper
Holocene.

The aeolian transatlasic system or the Zabrez-Hodna 
Zibans system

The large spatial extension of aeolian forms is integrat
ed in an aeolian system which can tran sgress several reliefs,
from the Hi gh Plains at the North to the Sahara crossing
away the atlasic mountains (fig. 1).

The Zahrez aeolian system

In the H igh Plains of the west (fig. 1), the wind system
is centered in the basin of the Zahrez, while developin g a
very long dunefield of 100 kms length and 3 to 5 kms
large. This dunefield framed the Zahrez Rharbi and Za
brez Chergui to the East until the high valley of the oued
Temsa situated at the westside of Bou Saada town .

The aeolian system of the Zahrez could have existed
because the role piayed by the imposing Mountains of the
Ouled Nail which develops 90 kms width in the North
south axis and culminated to more of 1000 meters of al
titude. This imposing mountain facilitated the stopping
of sands against northern slope while forbidding any
kind of sand tr ansit on tops and trans fert of sand toward
the South by the clearing of these reliefs (Tra yssac, 1981;
1983).

The outflow of important volumes of these sands from
the system of the Zahrez takes place at the East as impres
sive sand falls which cover completely the southern flank
of the djebel Kenfoud (fig. 2).

So, these sand falls operate as a transfert of sand from
the aeolian system of the Zahrez toward the Hodna-Zibans
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